CCE LTER scientists mentor REUs
~Summer 2012~
Lab tours, lunches, dedication, & presentations!

REUs received a tour of SIO’s Pelagic Invertebrate Collections with Linsey Sala, Museum Scientist. Lab tours were held every few weeks during the summer, mostly in the labs where the REUs were conducting their research.

REU Dustin Chen closely examining a specimen in the Checkley lab.

REUs Carole Wang & Jonathan Cheng spent 30 days at sea on the R/V Melville, helping CCE scientists conduct their research. AWESOME!

Grad school advice & CCE discussions during pizza lunches!

Hard work + enthusiasm = CCE REUs!

A BIG thanks to our CCE mentors (mingled amongst the REU students below): Dr. Kathy Barbeau, Shane Hogle, Rebecca Asch, Ty Samo, Byron Pedler, Dr. Brian Palenik, Dr. Todd Martz, Germán Alfaro, and Javier Yepes. Not pictured - Randie Bundy, Drs. Dave Checkley, Mark Ohman, & Mike Landry

WELL DONE!